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THE ISSUE
For European countries and institutions as well as for transatlantic relations, 2019 will be a pivotal year. With several important 
leadership, policy, and structural transitions taking place in capitals and Brussels, there will be instability and uncertainty but from 
this could stem more positive dynamics. While the twists and turns of events remain unpredictable, what follows is a quick take on 
some of the most significant events on the European and transatlantic security and defense calendar for 2019 and the important 
stakes that are at play. 
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BREXIT
The only certainty surrounding Brexit is that it will be 
fraught with uncertainty and will be a major political 
distraction for the United Kingdom and the rest of the 
European Union well into 2019. Following the UK House 
of Commons’ decisive and historic rejection (by 220 votes) 
of Prime Minister May’s Withdrawal Agreement negotiated 
with the European Union on January 15, time is short for 
the United Kingdom to forestall a “no deal” Brexit scenario 
before March 29, when the United Kingdom is due to 
leave the European Union. Having survived a second 
no-confidence vote in less than a month, Prime Minister 
May will spend the coming weeks trying to convince the 
House of Commons to approve her old plan with some 
improvements related to the Irish border. As of this writing, 
members of Parliament (MPs) approved two non-binding 
amendments, which require the prime minister to seek 
alternative arrangements on the previously negotiated 
assurances that there will be no hard border with Ireland 
and to ensure a negotiated deal before the United Kingdom 
leaves the European Union. Prime Minister May will seek 

to re-open the withdrawal treaty with the European Union 
to change the backstop language, but it is unlikely the 
European Union will agree, increasing the chances of a 
no-deal exit. A remaining option is to seek an extension to 
continue negotiating past the March 29 deadline.  

The only certainty surrounding Brexit is 
that it will be fraught with uncertainty 
and will be a major political distraction 
for the United Kingdom and the rest of 
the European Union well into 2019.

Once this is ultimately sorted one way or the other and 
there is clarity regarding the United Kingdom’s departure, 
the United Kingdom and the European Union can finally 
move to discuss their future relationship in foreign policy, 
security, and defense where both sides share an interest 
in maintaining robust cooperation. Whether on sanctions, 
counterterrorism, cyber, crisis management, or defense 
capability development, the European Union needs the 
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political will, expertise, and hard military capabilities the 
United Kingdom brings to the table. 

Contrary to many predictions, the remaining EU countries 
have been unified in exit negotiations with the United 
Kingdom. Trust in the European Union has remained 
constant or even increased in 2018. Yet this trust does not 
necessarily translate to a desire for deeper integration or 
transfer of sovereignty at the EU level and will be tested in a 
few short months.

ELECTIONS 
In addition to the European Parliament (EP) elections in 
May, ten national parliaments are up for reelection, and 
eight presidential elections are scheduled for 2019.11 In the 
past few years, many European nations have experienced 
growing distrust in established political parties and 
structures. While this discontent has manifested itself 
most visibly in events such as Brexit and the gilets jaunes 
or Yellow Vest protests in France, it is also unfolding more 
subtly through elections. Here, it has led to a decline in 
support for centrist and traditional parties, the emergence 
of new political parties, and increased support for small/
fringe parties that support nationalistic, protectionist, 
and Eurosceptic agendas. This political fragmentation 
has greatly delayed government formation as was seen in 
Germany in 2017 and, most recently, in Sweden where 
it took four months to form a minority government. The 
European Parliament and national elections in 2019 will 

be an important indicator of whether 
this fragmentation and polarization 
trend will continue and the effect it 
will have on European integration, 
security, and prosperity.

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 
ELECTIONS
At this point, the two largest party 
families in the European Parliament—the 
center-right European People’s Party 
(EPP) and the center-left Progressive 
Alliance of Socialists and Democrats 
(S&D), which have held a majority 
of seats since 2014, seem likely to 
fall below 50 percent of seats shared 
between them. Most recent polls project 
180 seats for EPP (around 25 percent) 
and 134 for S&D (around 19 percent) 
out of the 705 total EP seats after Brexit. 

Increased fragmentation caused by more small party groups, 
such as the Greens, Liberals (ALDE), and Eurosceptic parties, 
will make coalition building around new legislation more 
challenging than in the past. Given the Parliament’s role in 
passing the EU budget and “confirming” EU Commissions, 
to include the Commission president, an increase in the 
number of Eurosceptic and nationalist MPs will complicate 
the European Union’s ability to tackle divisive issues such as 
migration or violations against EU rules.

NATIONAL ELECTIONS
With the leaders of the United Kingdom, France, and 
Germany weakened by domestic political challenges, 
the strength and stability of smaller European nations 
may prove more important than usual. A quick look at 
the European electoral landscape for 2019 reveals three 
elements to watch. First, as in the EP elections, an increase 
in support for nationalist and far-right parties could further 
erode support for centrist and traditional parties. This 
risk is highest in non-EU Switzerland where the far-right 
Swiss People’s Party won 29 percent in the last election 
but could also be a factor in elections in countries that 
members of both the European Union and the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), such as Denmark, 
Finland, and Belgium. Even in opposition, a visible 
increase in support of far-right parties typically forces 
centrist parties to make concessions, such as adopting 
more anti-immigration, protectionist policies. While not 
at the national level, state elections in Germany—Saxony 
(September), Brandenburg (September), and Thuringia 
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(October) will likely see gains by the far-right Alternative 
für Deutschland (AfD), which polls high in all three East 
German states (especially in Saxony). The German Green 
Party, which does not traditionally have a strong profile 
in the East but has been riding a wave of positive polls 
regionally and nationwide, could place pressure on the 
current, grand coalition government under the leadership 
of Chancellor Merkel. A second factor to watch is the ability 
of small, opposition parties to unite against incumbent 
governments. This will be particularly interesting to watch 
in Poland where, according to the latest polls, the ruling 
party is leading the main opposition party by somewhere 
between 11 and 6 percentage points, but should smaller 
opposition parties join forces, they could gain more than 
50 percent of the votes, unseating the current government. 
Finally, elections beyond the European Union’s borders 
could present challenges to European security and economic 
policies, particularly in Ukraine, which holds presidential 
elections in March and parliamentary elections no later 
than November. 

LEADERSHIP CHANGES 
There will be many new faces at the European executive 
level in 2019, particularly following the EP election from 
May 23-26. All 28 European Commissioners, including 
the European Commission president, its vice-presidents 
and the high representative for foreign affairs and security 
policy, will change as will the president of the European 
Council and president of the European Central Bank (both 

of whom must be replaced in the 
second half of 2019). 

As in 2014, the large party families 
in the European Parliament have 
nominated a lead candidate 
(Spitzenkandidat) for president of 
the European Commission to help 
the European Union decrease its 
democratic deficit. EP member Manfred 
Weber of Germany, the candidate 
for the largest political group in the 
European Union, the EPP, could be 
the next president of the European 
Commission, but it is not completely 
certain as the ultimate selection lies 
with the European Council, making for 
a potentially difficult stand-off with the 
European Parliament. Names for a new 
president of the European Council, high 
representative for foreign affairs and 

security policy, and the president of the European Central 
Bank have not yet been put forward officially. Insofar as all 
these decisions rest with the with the Heads of State, 2019 
will see intense European Council discussions on leadership 
that will shape European politics in the coming years.

TRANSATLANTIC AND EUROPEAN SECURITY
NATO
As NATO marks its seventieth anniversary in April 2019, 
NATO unity and strategic direction will be tested. One such 
test will be NATO’s unity as the United States has suspended 
its participation to the INF Treaty and will likely withdraw 
in August. Recent reports that President Trump has even 
contemplated a U.S. withdrawal from NATO if nations 
don’t “pay their fair share” suggest that NATO unity will 
continue to be challenged. The U.S. Senate will likely have 
an opportunity to ratify an amended NATO or Washington 
Treaty to welcome its thirtieth member, the Republic of 
North Macedonia in the 2019-2020 timeframe. 

As NATO marks its seventieth 
anniversary in April 2019, NATO unity 
and strategic direction will be tested.
Despite the uncertainty, NATO members continue to 
implement the significant deliverables agreed to at the July 
2018 summit in such areas as NATO Command Structure 
adaptation, readiness, and military mobility and to 
demonstrate credible increases to defense spending.  NATO 
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members are required to “submit credible national plans” on 
the implementation of the 2014 Wales Defense Investment 
Pledge this year. Here, NATO can continue to tell a positive 
story by maximizing the number of countries with plans; 
demonstrating continued growth in overall NATO defense 
spending (which has seen real growth in non-U.S. defense 
expenditures every year since 2014); increasing the number 
of countries meeting or moving toward their commitments 
as outlined in the Wales Pledge; and highlighting significant 
contributions in terms of operational commitments and 
capability investments. 

Stronger public focus on NATO is likely for the NATO 
Foreign Ministers meeting in early April in Washington 
D.C. to celebrate NATO’s seventieth anniversary. Here, a 
joint statement reaffirming NATO unity on Russia may 
top the agenda. NATO will also hold a meeting of Heads of 
State and Government at the end of 2019, which will likely 
be the last meeting of its kind chaired by NATO Secretary 
General Stoltenberg, whose term ends in 2020. It is unclear 
if President Trump will play as disruptive a role in this year’s 
NATO summit as he did in 2018, but many allies will be 
nervous about a repeat performance.  

EUROPEAN SECURITY AND DEFENSE EFFORTS
As the European Union endeavors to strengthen its own 
security and defense identity, 2019 will see negotiations 
on the European Union’s next budget, the Multiannual 
Financial Framework (2021-2027), which will be the first 
EU budget to directly allocate EU funding to defense. It will 

demonstrate the extent to which EU 
member states are taking concrete action 
to step up their defense investment and 
develop new capabilities. In this context, 
several important regulations are 
currently under discussion between the 
European Parliament and the European 
Council, regarding the creation of a €13 
billion European Defense Fund, the 
reinforcement of military mobility in 
Europe, the establishment of a European 
Peace Facility to fund military or defense 
activities, and space policy. Ideally, 
these regulations would be adopted 
before EP elections in May to allow rapid 
progress and preserve the momentum on 
defense policy. Regarding the so-called 
Permanent Structured Cooperation 
(PESCO) in the field of defense, new 

projects launched in December 2018 will start being 
implemented this year. Ensuring that these new projects are 
coherent and focused on EU and NATO capability shortfalls 
will require strong monitoring. Another important dimension 
will be the identification of criteria for the participation 
of third parties in PESCO projects, such as the United 
States and Norway. With Military European Strategic talks 
(MEST) starting in spring, 2019 should also be the year of 
consolidation for the European Intervention Initiative (EI2).

TRANSATLANTIC TRADE 
U.S.-EU trade talks, which President Trump and President 
Juncker of the European Commission agreed on in July 2018, 
will continue well into 2019 with disparate goals on the 
two sides. The United States aims to reduce its overall trade 
deficit with the European Union, with cars and car parts an 
important sector, and to gain better market access for U.S. 
agricultural and energy products. For its part, the European 
Union wants to improve market access for non-auto 
industrial goods and to avoid and repeal tariffs the United 
States has either threatened (on EU vehicle imports) or 
introduced (on steel and aluminum). The current European 
Commission negotiating mandate, which has yet to be 
agreed by EU member states, focuses on removing tariffs on 
industrial goods and does not include the agricultural sector, 
which the U.S. side is keen to include. Against this backdrop 
as well as the continuation of U.S. tariffs on EU steel and 
aluminum, successful negotiations are far from guaranteed, 
as is the future of the World Trade Organization. Such 
tensions in U.S.-EU trade relations are unhelpful at a time 
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when the two sides which together constitute about $40 
trillion in combined GDP, should be working to strengthen 
global trade rules, coordinate investment screening, and 
prevent intellectual property theft.

WHY IT MATTERS
All these developments will take place against a challenging 
geostrategic backdrop for the United States and Europe. 
Pressures include competition with Russia and China; 
continued instability emanating from the Middle East and 
North Africa; a rise in terrorism and domestic extremism; and 
an increase in competition below the level of armed conflict 
that incorporates such elements as disinformation, cyber, 
and space. On the periphery of NATO and the European 
Union, the conflict in Ukraine is entering its fifth year with 
no resolution in sight, and another rise of ethnic tensions in 
the Western Balkans cannot be discounted, despite the very 
positive news that the Republic of North Macedonia could 
be on a path toward NATO and possibly EU membership. 
Successfully managing these challenges requires functional 
institutions, strong leadership at the European and national 
level, and transatlantic unity at a time when all three are 
under pressure. Yet, the more individual member states 
and EU institutions are inward-looking and affected by 

fragmentation, the harder it will be for the European Union 
and NATO to speak with one voice.    

Successfully managing these challenges 
requires functional institutions, strong 
leadership at the European and national 
level, and transatlantic unity at a time 
when all three are under pressure.
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ENDNOTES

1  Ten national parliaments up for reelection: Belgium, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, Greece, Moldova, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, 
and Ukraine; eight presidential elections scheduled: Croatia, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Macedonia, Malta, Romania, Slovakia, and Ukraine


